Walk to the North West of Folksworth – 2.5 miles approx

1 Start from The Fox on Manor Road
In Folksworth Village. Leaving the
Fox on your right walk down Manor
Road 100yds and turn right at the
public footpath sign.

Road to
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2 Follow the track between the
houses, turn right then left. Go
through the kissing gate. After
100yds pass through the gate on
rhs. Keeping hedge on lhs walk to
kissing gate in top corner of field

Church

3 Pass through gate and follow path
keeping hedge then ditch on rhs
4 Cross footbridge and turn left
keeping hedge on lhs
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5 After 1/2 mile turn left through the
hedge. Follow the path towards the
wood. Continue passing the copse
on rhs
6 Turn left at the corner. Follow path
leaving ditch and hedge on rhs
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7 Turn left at the fence leaving the
fence on lhs
8 Turn right to go through the gate.
Leaving the hedge on lhs. Go
through the gate and follow the
track through another gate to the
road
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9 Turn right on the road and after
100yds turn left at the T junction.
Follow the road round to the right to
the junction opposite The Fox
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